EXTENSIVE LUMBOSACRAL LIPOMA AND OCCULT SPINA BIFIDA: MANAGEMENT EXPERIENCE AND LITERATURE REVIEW
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ABSTRACT
Lumbosacral lipoma associated with occult spina bifida is a very rare entity in adults, and many cases might be ignored due to their silent nature. Before any aesthetic intervention, clinical examination supplemented with neuro-imaging studies remains necessary to confirm the diagnosis and treat a possible associated occult spina bifida. We report a case of a 31-years-old girl presented in our department for liposuction of a large lumbosacral mass with occult spina bifida confirmed by Computed tomography (CT). Surgical management was carried out successfully by a multidisciplinary team involving neurosurgeons and plastic surgeons.

INTRODUCTION
Lipomas are the most common neoplasm of mesenchymal origin and can arise anywhere in the body [1]. Lumbosacral lipomas are frequently associated with spinal dysraphisms (lumbar spina bifida occulta or aperta, meningo(myelo)coele); however; this combination is exceptional in adults [2]. They can cause significant aesthetic deformity of the lower body. Through this report we emphasize the importance of appropriate neuroimaging studies to rule out spinal dysraphisms particularly occult spina bifida before surgical management.

Case report
A 31-years-old girl presented in our department for liposuction of a large mass present since birth in the lumbosacral region with extension to the buttocks. Physical examination showed an extensive voluminous mass in the lumbosacral region that altered the physiological silhouette. The skin overlying the lesion appeared normochromic and normotrophic, Palpation revealed a subcutaneous bulk, which was painless to the touch but fixed on the underlying planes (figure 1). Neurological examination was normal. Ultrasonography showed a large mass compatible with a subcutaneous lipoma Computed tomography demonstrated a large soft tissue mass with spina bifida (figure 2). Surgical management was performed by a combined team of plastic surgeons and neurosurgeons. Complete excision was performed successfully with closure of posterior arch of the neural tube the excess skin against the mass was resected. Histopathology was conclusive of spindle cell type of lipoma with occult spina bifida combined to spinal dermal sinus. The postoperative course was uneventful, the aesthetic result was very satisfactory (figure 3) and the patient left the hospital on the 8th postoperative day. There was no recurrence at ten months of follow-up.
DISCUSSION

Lipomas are the most common of benign soft tissue neoplasms occurring throughout the entire body [3]. The exact prevalence of lipomas is unknown and Most arise between 40 and 60 years of age [1]. They have a predilection for the trunk and are the most uncommon tumors of the abdominal wall Lipomas can be detected clinically when superficial or radiologically when deep [4]. Lipomas with spinal dysraphism are exceptional and occurs mostly in a pediatric population [5]; these swelling fatty mass are commonly have continuation passing deeply to connect with the spinal cord [6]. Adults with spina bifida are at risk for secondary conditions such as pain, fatigue, injury, depression and obesity [7]. Our patient was obese and complained about an extensive lumbosacral fatty mass and wished an aesthetic Intervention. Given the topography of this kind of lipomas Computed Tomography myelography is warranted, it is superior to ultrasonography, provides an exact localization and an excellent resolution of the anomaly [8]. Surgical management of lumbosacral spinal lipomas consists of untethering the cord in symptomatic cases, and debulking of the lipomatous component to improve the spinal contour. However, management remains controversial [9].

Early surgery must be contemplated to prevent further deterioration and neurological deficits; aesthetic concern remains an important issue and should be considered [10]. Liposuction continues to expand to different areas of plastic surgery; Berenguer et al present their experience with liposuction in the treatment of nine cases termed "atypical," for not being purely aesthetic; included are four congenital lipodystrophies-occult spinal dysraphism, with good results [11]. El-Ali et al underlined through a series of 11cases the importance of managing spinal lipomas in a multidisciplinary team involving neurosurgeons and plastic surgeons; this series demonstrates that aesthetic results were satisfactory despite some complication [12]. In our patient Surgical management was performed successfully by a combined team of plastic surgeons and neurosurgeons, with excellent result.

CONCLUSION

Management of lumbosacral spinal lipomas associated with occult spina bifida is challenging. Each swelling para-vertebral fatty mass should be neuro-radiologically explored to detect a possible associated spina bifida which should be treated in childhood. Esthetic
intervention should be performed after neurosurgery cure to rule out an eventual neurological complication.
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